An automorphism of a finitely generated free group F extends to a homeomorphism of the end completion E of F. The set of fixed points of this homeomorphism is finitely generated in a certain sense. In particular this implies that the subgroup of elements fixed by the automorphism is finitely generated in the usual sense.
The emphasis on E instead of F in this paper is analogous to Thurston's study of surface groups where measured laminations are studied instead of simple closed curves. The techniques in this paper arose from a study of the behaviour of an automorphism under iteration, that is, the dynamics of the automorphism; see [ 11. I thank Bill Thurston for explaining some of his ideas to me for analysing automorphisms of free groups. In particular the result on bounded cancellation below is due to Thurston and Matt Grayson. Peter Scott asked whether the fixed subgroup is always finitely generated in [3] , and Gersten first answered this question in [2] using quite different methods.
Notation. F denotes a finitely generated free group and f an automorphism of F. We choose a basis A of F once and for all, identifying F with the set of finite reduced words in the elements of /i and their inverses. E is the set of finite and infinite reduced words, i.e., sequences cc,cc*tlJ ..*, where ai E A or Ei E A and uj # Zi+ 1. F is the end completion of F. The word length of an element /I E F with respect to n is written 1 /I 1, and the word metric on F is given by d(pl, /I*) = Ifl,j?,l for fll, fi2 E F. The initial segment of length k > 0 of j? E E is written init@, k), and if /I E F we require that k < 1 fi 1. If /I1 is an initial segment of p2 we write 8, d /&. This puts a partial ordering on F The longest initial segment common to pi, p2 E P is denoted /?, A p2. The initial segment metric z on fi is defined by r(fil,tz)=(l + I/I1 A j?21)-1. With this metric E is compact and F is dense in F.
453 Proof. Write c1= a'y; then (fa')(fy) = fa so by bounded cancellation
If~Af~'I>Ifa'I-C(f). I
LEMMA. Given a1, ~1~ E P suppose a, < f a, and a, < f a2. Let a = GI~ A or,; then fcr=cl/? with IfiI < [2+S(f)] max{C(f), C(f-I)}.
Proof: Applying the corollary, for i = 1, 2 we have 37, E F, I yil < C(f) and (fa)y; $ fat. Let k= 1 fell -Ial; then Io!l~minI(fa)AcriI~IfaI-Iy,l~k+IcrI-C(f), I thus IPI = Ir,P'I 6 Cs(f)+2lM. I
Let A be a subset of p, the set generated by A is defined to be the smallest closed set C containing A which is also closed under multiplication and taking inverses whenever this makes sense, i.e., a,BEC and lal<o0 * a, abEC.
A subset of E is finiteZy generated if it is generated by a finite subset of 8.
Given an automorphism f of F, the fixed point set is fp(f)= {aEF:f(a)=a} and the fixed subgroup is fgp(f)= {aEF: f(a)=a}.
THEOREM. The fixed point set of an automorphism of a finitely generated free group is finitely generated. To complete the proof, choose a minimal set of elements of E which together with fgp(f) generate fp(f). Call these elements aI, a2, a3, . . . and define a new set of words by /Ii = an element in (fgp(f)) aj maximising r( /Ii, fgp(f)).
When I ai) < cc this is equivalent to minimising word length; however, in this situation I ai I = co. Apply the preceding argument to obtain rl and fi,,. This contradicts the choice of /I,, as before. [
